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TUESDAY
Labor of love Carbondale 
school seeks 
donations
Giving Tuesday is a national movement started last 
year as a way to give to charities during the holiday season, 
instead of giving to corporations during Black Friday and 
Cyber Monday. 
One business participating in the fundraiser for the !rst 
time is Brehm Preparatory School, located on East Grand 
Avenue. "e private school is for students in grades 6th 
through high school who have learning disabilities, mostly 
nonverbal learning challenges. "e campus has !ve dorms, 
which are optional for students, and four school buildings 
for around 80 students. 
Giving Tuesday always takes place on the Tuesday after 
"anksgiving. All donations made to Brehm this year will 
go directly to !nancial aid. 
“We currently have a few scholarships and several dollars 
in !nancial assistance that we help students with. Our 
intention is to help more local students, more in the southern 
Illinois region — that might need our services.” Russell 
Williams, director of Brehm School Foundation, said. “We 
have about 10 percent of the current student population here 
at Brehm School are regional students.” 
Many of the regional students do not live at Brehm, but 
drive there for school, said Williams. He said those who live 
at Brehm pay more than $60,000 a year, but everything is 
included for the student just as if the student lived at home. 
For those that commute to the school, the tuition is closer 
to $40,000 a year.  Williams said tuition is di#erent for each 
student because it depends on their individual needs. 
Brehm School also has a post-secondary education 
system called Options, which houses its approximate 40 
students in Aspen Court Apartments, or allows them 
to make their own living arrangements. Options help 
students attending school at John A. Logan and SIU and 
assists with internship possibilities. 
“"e curriculum is what you would !nd in any high 
school setting,” said Brian Brown, executive director of 
Brehm School. 
Brown said what makes Brehm di#erent is the school’s 
teaching methods. He said with each student, the school 
!gures out what their strengths and weaknesses are, and 
they teach accordingly and show the students how to use 
the skills they learn at Brehm in other situations in life, 
such as job training and social skills. 
Brown said the school has about 150 teachers for 
the school and Options. Some of the teachers help 
with counseling and therapy, live in the dorms with the 
students as a kind of residence assistant or have speci!c 
specializations to help the students. 
Many of Brehm’s students come from the Midwest, 
but there are students from all over the country and even 
outside of the U.S. 
"e Brehm School Foundation helps students !nd 
funding for !nancial aid, projects and programs, all which 
help the students. 
Online stores such as Amazon.com also have options 
to donate to charity while you shop.  Prices are the same 
as always, if there are discounts the shopper still gets the 
discounts. One to 6 percent, depending on the website, of 
the shoppers’ total is donated to a charity of their choice. 
Cam!eld said places like Amazon.com send out a lump 
sum check monthly, quarterly or yearly, again depending 
on the site, so they will not know what money was donated 
for Giving Tuesday, but the donator can call Brehm and let 
them know, and when they receive the check, they will put 
that amount into the !nancial aid fund. 
Cam!eld said there are many ways to donate to 
Brehm for Giving Tuesday. "e website, www.brehm.
org/foundation is a secure site that accepts donations 
24/7 or donations can be made by calling, emailing or 
mailing the Foundation.
Karen Jensen, general manager at Indian Creek Kennel, plays with rescue dogs Monday in the dog’s play area. Indian 
Creek Kennel provides boarding, doggie daycare, grooming and sells all natural food and supplements for animals. 
Indian Creek owner Roya Newman says the business has been around for 30 years and the employee’s duties are more 
than just a job but a passion they all share. With stray animals becoming a problem, “kenneling is a way to get dogs 
homes and stop them from being euthanized,” Newman said.
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Petition promotes going green differently
A student movement is attempting to make 
SIU greener, but not in the conventional way.
Students Embracing Nature, Sensibility and 
Environmentalism, Gaia House, Buckminister 
Fuller Future registered student organization 
and the Geography Club have teamed up to 
promote a petition that encourages SIU to stop 
investing in fossil fuel companies.
Currently, SIU has an endowment of $100 
million. "at money is invested into stocks, 
bonds and mutual funds in an attempt to 
increase the value.
"is petition calls for all money invested 
in fossil fuel !rms through mutual funds and 
stocks to be removed and allocated elsewhere.
Gabe Garcia, a senior from Chicago 
studying geography and one of the organizers 
of the petition, said the campaign is an attempt 
to take on fossil fuel companies where it would 
hurt the most: their pockets.
“"is campaign aims to reveal the 
immorality of the situation that fossil fuel 
companies are one of the largest emitters of 
pollution and have zero interest in preventing 
devastating climate impacts, yet they don’t 
have to pay for dumping their waste,” he said. 
“Our campaign wants to get our institution 
to divest from those acts and everything that’s 
incorporated with it, and hopefully invest in 
more positive future investments that don’t 
harm the environment.”
"e movement is part of 350.org’s national 
movement to encourage institutions to stop 
investing in fossil fuel companies. Several 
schools and large cities have already announced 
their intention to join the initiative, including 
Hampshire College, Unity College, Naropa 
University and San Francisco State University 
and the cities of Seattle, San Francisco, and 
Portland, Ore.
SIU would be the largest school to commit 
if it decided to join the initiative.
"e name 350.org comes from the parts per 
million of carbon dioxide in the air. To prevent 
runaway climate change the air must have fewer 
than 350 parts per million of carbon dioxide.
Audrey Wagner, a lecturer teaching courses 
in geography and environmental studies, said 
we are well above a dangerous point.
“If we stay on the track that we’re on right 
now it’s really bad,” she said. “Currently our 
carbon dioxide concentration is close to 400 
parts per million. With less than that even, we 
are looking at a two degree Celsius rise since 
the 1800s.”
Wagner said this change could cause a chain 
reaction. She said with more heat, and therefore 
more energy, in the atmosphere, severe storms 
and droughts could a#ect the food supply.
“It’s like Jenga,” she said. “You’re putting 
strain on pieces and then the structure is at risk.”
Wagner said there currently are !ve times 
the amount of fossil fuels available for use than 
the earth can sustain. She said burning all of 
those would be catastrophic.
"ese statistics led to the student groups 
deciding in March 2013 to join the 350.org 
initiative, Garcia said. 
Jessica Crowe, an assistant professor in 
sociology and supporter of the petition, said 
attacking the companies !nancially is a new 
angle at solving the problem of climate change.
“It’s a social movement,” she said. “It’s 
bottom up and having students understand 
what climate change is and understanding 
human contributions to climate change and 
particularly the consumption of fossil fuels. 
By taking measures at an institutional level by 
making fossil fuel stocks morally and !nancially 
unattractive, rather than at an individual level 
such as riding a bike, will be more e#ective in 
slowing down how much fossil fuel is burned.”
Erin Carman-Sweeney, a senior from 
Carbondale studying geography and 
environmental resources, and one of the 
organizers of the petition, said ending fossil fuel 
investments was also a practical matter. 
SETH RICHARDSON
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‘‘I t ’s a social movement. It ’s bottom-up and having students understand what climate change is and understanding human contributions to climate change 
and par ticularly the consumption of fossil fuels. 
 
— Jessica Crowe
assistant sociology professor
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The Weather Channel® 5-day weather forecast for Carbondale
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SPRINGFIELD, Ill. — Illinois 
lawmakers began putting the pieces 
in place Monday for a potentially 
historic vote to address the nation’s 
worst public-pension shortfall, as 
legislators scrambled to digest the 
complex deal and labor unions 
and other political heavyweights 
ratcheted up pressure for and 
against it.
!e House and Senate are 
expected to vote Tuesday on the 
years-in-the-making agreement. 
Legislative leaders say the proposal, 
which emerged last week, would 
save an estimated $160 billion 
over 30 years, and fully fund the 
state’s +ve pension systems by 2044 
through bene+ts cuts for workers 
and retirees.
As of Monday evening the 
plan had the support of a clear 
majority of members on a pension 
conference committee — enough 
to send the measure to the -oors 
of both chambers. But its passage 
in the Democrat-controlled 
Legislature was not seen as assured.
Several lawmakers said they still 
were reviewing the 325-page piece 
of legislation, and a number of big 
questions remained for lawmakers 
to consider with little time before 
an expected vote. Republican state 
Rep. Tom Cross of Oswego, said he 
was waiting for more information 
on the possible impact of the 
monumental deal.
“!is is going to be the biggest 
vote most legislators make in their 
career,” he said. “You’ve got one 
shot at this and you want to do it 
right.”
Illinois’ pension funds are $100 
billion short of what is needed to 
pay bene+ts as currently promised 
to employees and retirees, largely 
because lawmakers for years have 
failed to fully fund the state’s 
payments to the systems. But 
until last week, legislative leaders 
were unable to agree on how to +x 
the problem — even as pension 
payments grew to take up about 
one-+fth of the state’s general funds 
budget, and the major credit rating 
agencies repeatedly downgraded 
the state’s rating. Illinois now has 
the lowest credit rating of any state 
in the country.
A number of cities and states 
have dealt with similar pension 
troubles, but Illinois has notably 
lagged behind in finding the 
political will to deal with its 
ballooning financial problem.
!e proposal would push back 
the retirement age for workers 
ages 45 and younger, on a sliding 
scale. !e annual 3 percent cost-of-
living increases for retirees would 
be replaced with a system that only 
provides the increases on a portion 
of bene+ts, based on how many 
years a bene+ciary was in their 
job. Some workers would have the 
option of freezing their pension 
and starting a 401(k)-style de+ned 
contribution plan.
Language to prevent “pension 
abuses” is also part of the plan, as 
nongovernment employees such as 
union bosses could not participate 
and new hires would not be able 
to bank sick or vacation time to 
boost pensions.
Ill. lawmakers prepare 
for pension vote 
KERRY LESTER
SARA BURNETT
Associated Press 
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FBI to explore ways to stem Chicago violence 
CHICAGO (AP) — !e new 
head of Chicago’s FBI o"ce said 
Monday he’ll look for ways his 
agents can do more to help stem 
homicide rates and other violent 
crimes in the nation’s third-largest 
city, though he added it’s not yet 
clear what more the FBI can do 
that it’s not already doing.
Robert Holley’s comments to 
!e Associated Press in one of his 
#rst interviews since assuming his 
new post a month ago come amid 
calls by Mayor Rahm Emanuel, Il-
linois’ two U.S. senators and others 
for federal law enforcement to do 
more to combat violence in Chi-
cago, which has hundreds of homi-
cides each year.
Already, about 25 percent of 
Chicago agents work violent-crime 
cases, Holley noted. But given con-
gressional spending constraints, 
shifting more resources to the gang, 
gun and drug crimes that underpin 
much of the violence could jeopar-
dize other investigative priorities in 
Chicago, including corruption and 
counterterrorism, he said.
“Could I move resources from 
one investigative branch to an-
other? I could,” Holley said. “But 
I would have to take away from 
other programs, and I don’t know 
if I am willing to accept that risk 
right now.”
!e Chicago o"ce — in a 
sprawling, 10-story complex on the 
city’s southwest side — is one of 
the FBI’s largest #eld o"ces, with 
about 850 agents, analysts and sup-
port sta$. Holley declined to say 
exactly how many agents in Chica-
go were assigned to counterterror-
ism, but he said a greater number is 
devoted to violent crime.
Monday was the #rst time Hol-
ley weighed in publicly on the top-
ic. !e newly sworn-in U.S. attor-
ney for Chicago, Zachary Fardon, 
has faced similar questions.
Holley said he hasn’t yet met 
with Emanuel about any added 
role for the FBI in tackling violent 
crime. But he said he has broached 
the subject with Fardon, as well as 
with Chicago Police Superinten-
dent Garry McCarthy.
Chicago’s killings topped 500 
last year — the #rst time it hit that 
mark since 2008. !ough the ho-
micide rate has declined in 2013, 
some shootings, including the 
slaying early this year of 15-year-
old honor student Hadiya Pendle-
ton a mile from President Barack 
Obama’s South Side home, put the 
issue of Chicago violence back in 
the national headlines.
Holley’s forte is terrorism. Dur-
ing his nearly 20 years with the 
FBI, he has held many of the agen-
cy’s top counterterrorism posts and 
he was among the ranking agents 
sent to Boston to help investigate 
the Boston Marathon attack. His 
most recent job was at FBI head-
quarters in Washington as deputy 
assistant director of the agency’s 
counterterrorism division. His re-
sponsibilities included brie#ng the 
director of the FBI each morning 
on potential terror threats.
Holley grew up in Indiana, 
served nine years as a U.S. Army 
infantry officer and then only ap-
plied for a job with the FBI at age 
36 — just a year under the cutoff 
for new agents. His affable but di-
rect persona is reflected by a bum-
per sticker affixed to one wall of 
his corner office: It has the word 
“whining” with a red line through 
it.
Now that he’s responsible for 
overseeing the gamut of criminal 
activity, he said he’s taking his 
#rst months in Chicago to absorb 
as much information as possible 
about areas where he’s had less ex-
perience, including the city’s street 
crime. What he learns, he said, will 
be factored into his analysis about 
whether the o"ce can do more 
than it’s doing on violence.
“I really don’t know what that 
more is right now,” he said.
MICHAEL TARM
Associated Press 
Former Mexican governor charged 
with laundering drug cartel money
MEXICO CITY — The former 
governor of Mexico’s Tamaulipas state 
invested millions of dollars in drug-sale 
proceeds in real estate across southern and 
central Texas, the U.S. government charged 
in an indictment unsealed Monday.
The allegations against Tomas 
Yarrington, who governed Tamaulipas 
from 1999 to 2004, are the latest attempt 
by U.S. prosecutors to prove that organized 
crime has penetrated deeply into Mexican 
politics at the state level. Tamaulipas 
borders Texas.
According to the indictment, Yarrington 
received millions of dollars from the Gulf 
Cartel, a major drug trafficking group 
based in Matamoros, which is across the 
Rio Grande from Brownsville, Texas, 
where the indictment was returned in May. 
Prosecutors did not say why the indictment 
was kept secret until Monday.
The payments began in 1998 when 
Yarrington was a candidate for governor 
and continued through his six-year term, 
the indictment alleges. Tamaulipas state 
police working for the Gulf Cartel delivered 
the first of the bribes while Yarrington was 
running for governor, it says.
After he left office, Yarrington accepted 
quantities of cocaine in exchange for 
facilitating access to ports in Veracruz state 
for the cartel, the indictment says.
Yarrington is the first former governor 
to be indicted by U.S. prosecutors since 
May 2010, when Mexico extradited 
Mario Villanueva, the former governor 
of the state that includes Cancun, to 
stand trial in New York City for working 
for the Juarez Cartel, another trafficking 
group. Villanueva pleaded guilty and was 
sentenced to nearly 11 years in prison. 
Under his watch, Villanueva admitted, 
the Juarez Cartel moved tons of cocaine 
through his state of Quintana Roo to the 
United States.
Yarrington’s Houston attorney, Joel 
Androphy, said the indictment is “nothing more 
than a piece of paper with false allegations.”
“He has not engaged in any criminal 
activity with anybody,” Androphy said.
The whereabouts of Yarrington, who 
also is under investigation by Mexican 
prosecutors, were not clear. Androphy 
would not say where he was.
The indictment against the 56-year-old 
Yarrington and a second man, Mexican 
construction company owner Fernando 
Alejandro Cano Martinez, accuses them 
of a conspiracy to funnel drug proceeds 
into the purchase of property in Bexar, 
Cameron, Hays and Hidalgo counties in 
central and southern Texas.
Yarrington used bribes he received 
as governor to buy a hunting lodge in 
Tamaulipas state, the indictment says. It 
also accuses him of handling stolen public 
molney for other corrupt politicians and 
orchestrating ways to move that money 
into Texas banks, the indictment says.
Cano Martinez bribed Yarrington for 
favorable consideration in public works 
contracts, often in the form of property 
in Mexico whose ownership by Yarrington 
was hidden, the indictment says. Cano 
Martinez and Yarrington created numerous 
partnerships to buy property across Texas, 
it adds, either as payoffs to themselves or 
on behalf of the cartel.
The properties included three lots — 
measuring 179 acres, 46 acres and 104 
acres — in Bexar County, which surrounds 
San Antonio, the indictment says.
Yarrington also used unidentified straw 
men to purchase a condominium on South 
Padre Island and a waterfront home in Port 
Isabel, Texas, the indictment alleges.
The racketeering conspiracy also 
included the purchase of two airplanes, 
a Sabreliner 60 and a Pilatus business 
aircraft, it says.
Prosecutors allege that the conspiracy 
involved the transfer of at least $7 million 
from Mexican banks to a series of banks 
in the Rio Grande Valley, including 
First National, Inter National, Falcon 
International and Lone Star National 
banks. At those banks, they allege, the 
conspirators used confederates to take 
out loans to finance real estate purchases, 
providing fraudulent information to hide 
the provenance of the money.
Penn State racing to be the 
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PHILADELPHIA — Pennsylvania State 
University is racing to be the #rst college on 
the moon.
Since 2011, a team of faculty, researchers, 
and students has been hatching “Lunar 
Lion,” a robotic spacecraft that is four feet in 
diameter and weighs 500 pounds. !e team 
hopes that by landing in December 2015 and 
completing a precise series of tasks, it will win 
an international competition known as the 
Google Lunar Xprize.
“What we are doing was once the business 
of national governments, and now we, a 
university, are doing this,” said Michael Paul, 
director of space systems initiatives at the 
university’s Applied Research Lab.
!e project costs $60 million, and donors 
have provided more than one-third of that 
amount. Paul presented an update on the 
team’s work to Penn State’s trustees during 
their meeting Friday afternoon.
Of the 22 teams vying for the prize — 
the winner gets $20 million — Penn State’s 
is the only university-led group, Paul said in 
an interview last week. Among the six other 
U.S. teams competing is one from Astrobotic 
Technology Inc., a Pittsburgh-based company 
spun o$ from Carnegie Mellon University’s 
Robotics Institute in 2008, according to the 
team’s website.
The task for Team Lunar Lion is 
clearly defined.
“We have to land a spacecraft on the 
surface of the moon, return high-de#nition 
video and images, and move the spacecraft 
from where it lands to another spot 500 
meters away,” Paul explained.
If Penn State wins, Paul said, the university 
will use the money for an endowment to fund 
research and exploration.
Since 2011, more than 300 students and 
about 30 faculty members have taken part in 
the project in a variety of roles, Paul said. !e 
project currently involves 80 students and 12 
researchers in six of Penn State’s colleges and 
on four campuses.
To develop a baseline design for the 
mission, #ve students went to the NASA 
Glenn Research Center in Cleveland, where 
they worked with engineers across many 
#elds. Other students began working on 
public relations for the project.
“Right now we’re preparing for a 
really big PR campaign in January,” said 
Ajeeth Ibrahim, 23, a graduate student in 
aerospace engineering.
Ibrahim said the project had opened a 
world of career choices to him.
“I can’t imagine having gone through 
a program like this and not working on 
something incredibly innovative and game-
changing,” the Collegeville, Pa., native said. 
Penn State’s project is being funded 
through corporate support, university 
resources, and donations, Paul said. He told 
trustees on Friday that the team had made 
great progress in raising money for the e$ort, 
securing $20 million of a targeted $30 million 
from corporate sponsors.
!e project also has brought in $2.5 million 
in private donations, and the team is seeking 
$20 million more, he said. !e university, 
which would not disclose the identities of the 
donors, is providing $8 million.
On its website, the Google Xprize 
describes itself as the world’s largest 
incentive-based prize. !e competition is run 
by the Xprize Foundation at the request of 
the Internet giant.
!e team is conducting its work in the 
Applied Research Lab, a secure facility that 
does work for the Navy. !e group is working 
with fuels and highly technical machinery.
“!is is rocket science,” Paul said.
!e hardest part of the mission, he said, is 
landing the vehicle on the moon. !e Penn 
State team is studying the best spot for that 
and the best method of locomotion there.
!e team recently paid a $100,000 launch-
reservation fee, but is not sure where the craft 
will depart from.
Once landed, the craft would take 
panoramic images and feed them to a 
ground station at Penn State for the world 
to see, he said.
“I never saw live pictures from the surface 
of the moon,” Paul said. “!ere are millions 
and millions of people who never experienced 
what the baby boomers saw when Neil 
Armstrong stepped on the moon. But there 
will be new generations who see what we do.”
TIM JOHNSON
McClatchy Foreign Staff 
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“!ere’s a moral argument for 
doing this. Climate change a"ects 
everyone,” he said. “But there’s also 
the economic argument that as 
countries take action to deal with 
climate change and impose more 
regulations, a lot of this carbon is 
going to be stranded assets. If we 
intend to prevent the worst-case 
scenarios of climate change those 
reserves can’t be burned and fossil fuel 
companies can’t pro#t from them”
Carman-Sweeney said while SIU 
could do little alone, the campaign 
was about the message SIU sends to 
the public.
“It’s not going to bankrupt the 
fossil fuel industry or anything,’ he 
said. “But the whole point is that 
if SIU is concerned about climate 
change, they wouldn’t be investing in 
industries that base their stock prices 
on burning carbon reserves that 
every climate scientist says must stay 
in the ground.”
Rae Goldsmith, the chief 
marketing and communications 
o$cer for SIU, said the university did 
not have a formal statement about the 
petition as it is a brand new initiative, 
but they will look into it.
An open forum concerning 
the initiative and climate change 
featuring professors is taking place 
Wednesday at 5 p.m. in Morris 
Library’s Guyon Auditorium. To 
#nd out more about the petition, 
visit http://campaigns.gofossilfree.
org/petitions/southern-illinois-
university-carbondale.
Seth Richardson can be reached at 
srichardson@dailyegyptian.com 
or 536-3311ext. 257.
PETITION
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Not so fast, Je" Bezos. Before 
Amazon.com Inc. can deploy its 
%eet of delivery drones, the company 
must wait for the results of drone 
tests at six state-run sites the Federal 
Aviation Administration will select 
later this month.
At least 24 states are competing 
to host these sites, which are 
expected to bring jobs and 
investment from a rapidly growing 
industry. Congress has directed the 
FAA to safely integrate unmanned 
aerial vehicles, or unarmed drones, 
into the national airspace by 2015. 
Until then, the FAA has said it will 
grant %ight privileges to operators of 
unmanned aerial vehicles, or UAVs, 
on a case-by-case basis.
Bezos, the CEO of the Seattle-
based e-commerce giant, said in 
an interview broadcast Sunday on 
CBS’s “60 Minutes” news program 
that Amazon hopes to use drones to 
make same-day deliveries within #ve 
years of FAA approval. “It will work, 
and it will happen, and it’s gonna be 
a lot of fun,” Bezos said.
Amazon’s plan is yet 
another example of how drones 
could transform everyday life. 
Manufacturers tout the machines’ 
ability to carry water to a wild#re, 
monitor storm systems, locate 
missing persons or even deliver pizza.
Governors are well aware of 
the technology’s job potential for 
engineers, programmers and pilots. 
Already, Oklahoma’s Republican 
Gov. Mary Fallin has a cabinet-level 
secretary dedicated to attracting 
drone companies to the state. New 
Mexico, which has a long history of 
testing military aircraft, has already 
secured a site. In promotional 
materials, Utah boasts it is “one 
of the few states with uni#ed 
executive and legislative support 
for UAV testing.”
!e Association of Unmanned 
Vehicle Systems International, 
the trade association for drone 
manufacturers, estimates that 
integrating drones into the national 
airspace will generate at least 70,000 
engineering, manufacturing and 
piloting jobs within the #rst three 
years of FAA approval.
!e states that win the test 
sites also will be charged with 
developing privacy policies for 
drones, to protect the public from 
surveillance by drones performing 
all sorts of tasks, including 
delivering packages. During this 
past legislative session, eight states 
put limits on how law enforcement 
o$cers can use drones, and set 
guidelines for how long data 
collected from a drone can be 
stored in a database.
Still, those concerns have not 
stopped the majority of states from 
moving ahead to attract drone 
businesses. Even in Virginia, where 
tea partyers and civil libertarians 
worked together to pass a two-
year moratorium on drone use by 
anyone other than the military, the 
economic temptation of aerospace 
jobs and an FAA test site persuaded 
the legislature and the governor to 
all but gut the moratorium in a 
special session.
“Not only would future job 
prospects dim, but current businesses 
and those they employ would be at 
risk,” warned Peter Bale, chairman 
of the AUVSI, in a letter to Virginia 
Gov. Bob McDonnell, a Republican. 
“More than 50 companies that 
manufacture UAVs have a footprint 
in Virginia. A moratorium would 
create an unfriendly environment for 
these companies, which as a result 
might look to take their business, as 
well as jobs, elsewhere.”
In response, McDonnell added 
exemptions to the moratorium for 
researchers and companies to test 
drones, so long as they are not armed 
or used for surveillance. Virginia and 
New Jersey are teaming up to apply 
for a joint drone test site, competing 
against 22 other states vying for one 
of the spots.
Republican Gov. Paul LePage 
of Maine also refused to sign a bill 
limiting drone use. “!is bill will 
harm any opportunity Maine has 
to create new jobs in the aerospace 
industry,” LePage wrote after vetoing 
a bill limiting law enforcement use 
of drones. “It is the wrong message 
to send if we want these jobs.” 
Instead, LePage directed the state 
Department of Public Safety to 
create guidelines for law enforcement 
use of drones.
A model drone policy from the 
Aerospace States Association, the 
Council of State Governments and 
the National Conference of State 
Legislatures urges states to require 
a warrant for drone surveillance of 
an individual; prohibit the re-use of 
video or photos collected by a drone 
for other investigations; and ban 
weapons from domestic drones.
Amazon’s plans for package delivery 
via drones must clear state hurdles
‘‘N ot only would future job prospects dim, but current businesses and those they employ would be at risk.
   — Peter BaleAssociation of Unmanned Vehicle Systems International chair
MAGGIE CLARK
Stateline.org 
!e Daily Egyptian is your newspaper.  It 
is an open forum for student expression and an 
independent student voice on campus a*airs.
At its best, the DE is the eyes, ears and conscience 
of the university community.  It provides a student 
viewpoint on community a*airs, performs a 
watchdog function and serves as a bulletin board 
for student and faculty expression.
If you’re longtime readers, we welcome your 
loyalty.  If you do not usually read the paper, we 
invite you in.  Email your opinions.  Submit your 
columns.  Send us a news tip.
For decades, the Daily Egyptian has been 
one of a small sliver of student newspapers that 
has operated independent of university +nancial 
support.  As you may have heard, however, the 
DE has become trapped in the same downward 
economic spiral that has threatened other student 
and metropolitan newspapers.
Since 2006, advertising revenue has plummeted 
by 50 percent, from just under $1 million a year 
to about $500,000.   !e DE has responded 
by cutting the cost of student wages in half and 
reducing publication days.  But it still needed an 
infusion of money from President Glenn Poshard 
this past summer to make payroll.
Now the DE is rebuilding and planning for 
the future.  Part of that e*ort is requesting a $10 
per semester student fee.  Undergraduate Student 
Government approved a $6 media fee in August, 
but recently narrowly voted down an amendment 
to increase the fee proposal to $10.  A compromise 
$9 fee proposal now has been introduced and will 
be voted on at the USG meeting on Dec. 3 at the 
Student Health Center. During the debate over 
the issue, questions arose that we hope to answer.  
Why doesn’t the DE go entirely online?
Going online only or further reducing the 
number of days the DE prints would increase 
projected losses because of reductions in ad 
revenue.  Advertisers like to use inserts and coupon 
promotions that can be included in print, so 
going online only creates a greater loss of revenue. 
An online only newspaper would have lost 
$200,000 more in 2013 than the DE actually lost. 
Publishing a hard-copy DE one-day a week also 
would have lost $200,000 more.  Cutting back 
from four to three days would have lost $50,000 
more and from four to two days $100,000 more.  
!e fact is the DE needs print ad revenue. 
Our residence hall doesn’t feel any connection 
to the DE.  !ere is nothing in the paper we 
want to read.
!is is a problem that every news organization 
faces.  Readers sometimes think of newspapers as 
distant and remote organizations that don’t care 
about their lives.  One silver lining of this e*ort 
to obtain a student fee is that reporters and editors 
on the DE have realized how important it is to 
connect with the community.  !is is one reason 
we had an open house a few weeks ago and that 
the editor, Kayli Plotner, has been visiting student 
groups to answer questions.  We need to do a 
better job of getting out to where you live and 
understanding your problems, and we will.
Do other school newspapers get student fees?
Yes. Only about +ve percent of student 
newspapers are in the position that the DE is, 
surviving on ad revenue alone.  !e University 
of Illinois paper receives a student fee as does our 
sister campus at Edwardsville where the paper gets 
$7.80 per student per semester for a much smaller, 
once-a-week publication.
Why a $9 fee?
!e $6 media fee approved in August would 
channel $5 to the DE and leave it with gobs of 
red ink.  Last year, the DE lost $120,000.  If 
it had not received an infusion of one-time 
money from the president and other sources, it 
would have lost $200,000.  !is year, revenue is 
projected to be down another $50,000.  At the 
same time, projected expenses are going up and 
the DE’s reserve fund will be gone by February. 
With projected de+cits at roughly $300,000 and 
a projected student body population at roughly 
17,000; that divides to $18 per student per year.
Why are there so many DEs around at the 
end of the day?
As of right now, papers are delivered during 
the night in order to avoid tra,c and cut down 
on costs. However buildings are not open at 
night. !erefore papers are left at the entrance 
for maintenance workers to set in the racks. We 
are looking into how the DE can do a better job 
delivering papers, whether it be at di*erent times 
of the day, or di*erent places.  Some locations 
have too many DEs, others too few.  We’ll solve 
the delivery problems.
Is the DE doing everything it can to save 
money?
Yes.  MCMA has found a way to pay part of the 
salary of two members of the DE professional sta* 
to compensate them for classes they teach in the 
School of Journalism. !at takes payroll o* the 
DE. We also have sought permission to outsource 
printing, a move that could save $40,000 to 
$80,000.
!e DE isn’t a good newspaper.  !ere is 
nothing to read.
!e DE is an award-winning newspaper 
with a proud 98-year tradition. It brings home 
awards from the state newspaper competitions 
year after year and its alums have important jobs 
in the media throughout the nation - from the 
Chicago Tribune and St. Louis Post-Dispatch to 
the Washington Post and Seattle Times. !at does 
not mean the DE is as good as it can be.  One 
problem is that +nancial pressures have forced 
the DE to slash its sta*.   Faculty in the School of 
Journalism are volunteering extra time to mentor 
DE reporters and editors. !e +nal editorial 
decisions, though, remain the students’.
Does the university support e"orts to 
rebuild the DE?
Yes.  !e Board of Trustees voted last spring 
to instruct university administrators to take 
steps to preserve the paper.  President Poshard 
took extraordinary measures over the summer to 
shore up +nances.  Chancellor Rita Cheng and 
Provost John Nicklow have met several times to 
help +nd ways to preserve the DE.  Importantly, 
President Poshard has said he wants to not just 
save the paper, but also to rebuild it.
What lies ahead?
!e future of the DE is as exciting as the rapid 
changes in news and information technology. 
Part of the renovation of MCMA is creation of 
a 21st Century multi-platform newsroom that 
brings together all of the College’s professional 
and student news operations into the nerve 
center of the College.  
!e printing press will be replaced by a 
modern newsroom where journalists and 
other media makers use all of the new tools of 
communication to produce a daily report for 
your phone, your tablet, your computer and 
your doorstep. !e editorial sta* of the DE is 
currently in the works of re-vamping the print 
version for the 2014 year, as well as making 
many changes to the electronic version of the 
paper and its website. We want to not only 
keep the DE alive, but also revive it to its full 
potential. 
William H. Freivogel is director of the 
School of Journalism, which oversees 
publication of the DAILY EGYPTIAN.
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ST.  LOUIS — Organizers of 
an outdoor festival headlined by 
the rap-metal group Insane Clown 
Posse are !nding new digs for the 
event after six years of staging it in 
southern Illinois, and the sheri" 
couldn’t be happier.
A spokesman for suburban 
Detroit-based Psychopathic Records 
Inc., promoters of the annual 
Gathering of the Juggalos, con!rmed 
to the Associated Press on Monday 
that the spectacle will not be at the 
site near Cave-In-Rock, a Hardin 
County village along the Ohio 
River. But Jason Webber declined to 
elaborate, declining to discuss where 
the festival would be relocated or 
why the location was being changed.
“We should be announcing all 
that in the foreseeable future,” 
Webber said.
#e !ve-day concert, which each 
year has drawn tens of thousands 
of people, also has developed a 
reputation for unruliness marked 
by drug overdoses, !ghts, arrests 
and the deaths of some Juggalos, 
by which Insane Clown Posse fans 
are known.
In 2010, fans pelted reality TV 
actress Tila Tequila with stones, 
bottles and feces, and authorities 
said the event also involved one man 
stabbing another. One attendee 
drowned the following year while 
trying to swim in the Ohio River. 
And this year, a 24-year-old fan, 
Cory Collins of Harrisburg, Ill., 
was found dead on the festival’s 
grounds, and dozens of attendees 
were arrested on drug-related and 
disorderly conduct charges.
#e yearly gathering has been a 
recurring headache for Sheri" Jerry 
Fricker, given the overtime his 
department has been forced to shell 
out for deputies to help monitor 
and control the crowds.
Fricker said the event also has 
been a drain on the local ambulance 
service and the county’s small 
hospital, where he said Juggalos 
taken there for treatment often are 
not carrying identi!cation or give 
the medical sta" aliases so patients 
could not be billed.
“With them being gone, it will 
take the worry and expense away 
from the county,” Fricker told 
the AP by telephone, unable to 
immediately put a dollar !gure on 
the county’s tab. “I honestly don’t 
have any idea.”
After the latest gathering, 
vendors at the event complained 
publicly they were owed perhaps 
more than $300,000 by promoters 
of the event, in some cases claiming 
they had received bad checks from 
those publicizing the festival.
Fricker said at the time his 
department got a check from 
promoters as a donation for 
protective vests, stun guns and 
other equipment, but the sheri" 
said that check bounced.
Psychopathic Records, in a 
statement to the AP, said the yearly 
event is a fully independent festival 
with no corporate sponsorship, 
“and putting on a !ve-day music 
festival this ambitious is a very time 
consuming and expensive process.”
“Unfortunately, in our attempt 
to provide the best possible event 
for our fans, expenses exceeded 
estimates and expectations, which 
we had not previously planned 
for,” Psychopathic’s statement 
read, saying plans were afoot to 
make good with the vendors. “We 
thank all of our vendors for their 
understanding.”
Insane Clown Posse festival 
to move from Illinois site 
JIM SUHR
Associated Press ‘‘U nfortunately, in our attempt to provide the best possible event for our fans, expenses exceeded 
estimates and expectations, which we had not previously 
planned for. 
 
— spokesman for suburban Detroit-based 
Psychopathic Records Inc.
CULVER CITY, Calif. — 
Actor Emile Hirsch has never been 
a quitter. He’s acted since he was 8 
years old and it never occurred to 
him to do anything else. In fact, he 
never did.
#e star of projects like “Into the 
Wild,” “Lone Survivor” and “Killer 
Joe” says many of his roles have 
taught him something about himself.
#at includes his latest as the 
notorious Clyde Barrow in the slick 
four-hour miniseries, “Bonnie and 
Clyde” which will be simulcast on 
Lifetime, A&E and the History 
Channel, Sunday and next Monday.
Hirsch agreed to do the show 
before he even saw a script. 
“#ey called me and said it was 
a miniseries about Bonnie and 
Clyde. I was just, like, IN. It’s such 
a cool premise. I immediately knew 
I liked it, and I would probably do 
it. #en I read the script and liked it 
and (the director) Bruce Beresford. 
Really, they were making ‘Bonnie 
and Clyde’ with an Academy-
Award nominated director who’s 
directed classic !lms like ‘Tender 
Mercies’ and ‘Driving Miss Daisy.’ 
He is a !rst-class director, so if it 
was some guy who is not at the 
level of Bruce, it would be a much 
di"erent thing.”
Hirsch has performed with 
several distinguished directors 
including Oliver Stone, Ang Lee 
and William Friedkin. “I’ve worked 
with some !rst-time directors, but 
sometimes their greenness shows,” 
he says.
“After you’ve seen Hurricane 
Billy Friedkin tear up a set like a 
hurricane, it’s incredible. #ere’s 
no comparison with some !rst-
time amateur. After you’ve seen a 
guy like Ang Lee direct a scene like 
some master craftsman artist it’s 
harder to work with beginners.”
Still, Hirsch admits he was 
concerned before !lming began 
on “Bonnie and Clyde.” “#e !rst 
week I do any movie I’m usually 
pretty nervous,” he says, seated on 
a beige couch in a meeting room 
at Sony Studios and ordering a 
corned beef sandwich.
“Most of the projects I do scare 
me and are nerve wracking. I 
think I’ve got a personality where 
I get more enjoyment out of it the 
scarier it is. I don’t like if it’s just 
a boring, easy gig. Like even ‘Into 
the Wild,’ it was so hard compared 
to my past and the things I’ve done. 
It pushed me to do things I’d never 
done,” he says.
Also training with the Navy 
Seals on “Lone Survivor” taught 
him perseverance, says Hirsch, 
who’s wearing a red plaid shirt, 
black T-shirt and beige pants.
“Getting to be with these guys 
who are not quitters and getting 
to learn that strength of spirit and 
the training program that they 
put us in, which was like one-one-
millionth of how di$cult it is for 
Navy Seals. It was nowhere near as 
tough. But I still felt I learned a lot 
about perseverance. You learn a lot 
about yourself when you get pushed 
that hard and you don’t quit and 
you just kind of stick it out.”
He stuck it out in real life when 
he climbed Mount Kilimanjaro 
three years ago. He managed to 
reach the summit in spite of an 
illness.
“I got an infection a week before 
but it didn’t really manifest itself till 
I was climbing the mountain. I was 
really ill, on antibiotics, steroids to 
take the in%ammation _ it was just 
incredible. I limped to the top of the 
mountain. I made it though. I was 
really, really messed up. I feel like it 
was one of those things where it was 
just not quitting, not giving up,”
It seems that Hirsch has always 
known what he wanted to do. 
When he was little, his parents 
split. His dad lived in Los Angeles 
and he stayed in New Mexico with 
his mom. But when he was 10 
he moved to L.A. to live with his 
father, who was a producer.
“My dad proposed the idea and 
one of the selling points was, ‘If 
you move I know you want to act, 
I’m willing to help you out. We’ll 
get you a nanny and she’ll take you 
to auditions and stu".’ So that was 
de!nitely a selling point. I really 
wanted to do that, and I knew that 
in Santa Fe, N.M., I couldn’t do 
what I wanted to do.”
Emile Hirsch jumped at the 
FKDQFHWRGR¶%RQQLHDQG&O\GH·
LUAINE LEE
MCT 
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Mike Maxwell, a 
senior from East 
Moline studying 
radio and television, 
left and Sarah 
Maher, a junior from 
Peoria studying 
radio and television, 
helps with a food 
drive Monday 
outside the Student 
Center. The food 
drive, organized 
by WIDB.net, took 
place throughout 
the holidays to 
help collect money 
and food for The 
Women’s Center. 
Maher said the drive 
might be extended 
until after the 
holidays to generate 
more revenue 
for the center. 
Donations will 
also be accepted 
at WIDB’s office, 
located on the 
fourth floor in the 
Student Center.
JOHN SCOTT
DAILY EGYPTIAN
Holiday humbleness
Emile Hirsch jumped at the 
FKDQFHWRGR¶%RQQLHDQG&O\GH·
Trainspotting toddlers
Samuel Elmore, 3, left, 
and Isaiah Elmore, 4, 
both of Carbondale, 
play on a display train 
car Monday after 
watching the Amtrak 
pass by behind the 
Carbondale Railroad 
Museum on South 
Illinois Avenue. The 
museum is housed in 
the old train depot, 
which was built in 
1903 along the Illinois 
Central Railroad. 
Isaiah Elmore said he 
enjoys playing on the 
old train and has now 
seen two trains pass 
by on the adjacent 
track while playing.
TIFFANY BLANCHETTE
DAILY EGYPTIAN
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Editor’s note: !e university received threats of mass 
targeted violence during the fall semester of 2012, and 
the Spring"eld FBI took matters into its own hands 
to  investigate. O#cials asked the Daily Egyptian to 
publish this statement regarding the threat and its 
sender in hopes to make  headway on solving this case. 
!e statement reads as follows:
!e FBI continues to investigate communications 
sent during the fall semester of 2012, threatening acts 
of violence against the SIU Carbondale community. 
!e language was intended to frighten.  In each 
instance, law enforcement responded quickly and 
appropriately.  Although no one has been harmed 
by this person so far, this is not a harmless prank. 
Evacuations caused by threats are disruptive and 
create safety hazards to others.
Despite the fact that no additional communications 
have been received since the fall of 2012, the FBI 
continues to request assistance from the community. 
!is person sending these communications may 
be known to those around him as having one or 
multiple grievances related to what he perceives to 
have been a wrong or a series of wrongs done to him. 
He may have been continually angry during the fall 
semester and prone to making rash and unbelievable 
statements about his complaints.  He is likely to 
be immature and lacking in focus.  !e person is 
probably familiar with the SIU campus and campus 
life, although is not necessarily a student or former 
student.
We ask the public to again review selected 
handwriting from one of these communications, as 
this unusual printing may be familiar.  Anyone with 
information is asked to call 618-453-3771. 
 PHOTO COURTESY OF FBI
FBI continues search for bomb threat source 
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Complete the grid so each 
row, column and 3-by-
3 box (in bold borders) 
contain every digit, 1 to 
9. For strategies on how 
to solve Sudoku, visit 
www.sudoku.org.uk.
Monday’s Answers:
Pick up the Daily Egyptian each day 
to test your crossword skills
Monday’s Puzzle Solved
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Monday’s
Answers:
Answer:
THE Daily Commuter Puzzle by Jacqueline E. Mathews
FOR RELEASE JULY 19, 2012
ACROSS
1 Clutch
5 Injections
10 Deadly snakes
14 Top rating
15 Tired
16 Fellow
17 Murdered
18 Cold continent
20 Energy
21 Goofs
22 Tablecloths,
sheets, etc.
23 Belly
25 VP __ Quayle
26 Emergency
28 Horse remarks
31 External
32 Dairy product
34 Greek letter
36 Run one’s
words together
37 Homer classic
38 Tack
39 Actor Danson
40 Rascal
41 Casino resort
Monte __
42 Oozed
44 Toy for baby
45 Boy
46 Chocolate
substitute
47 Honored
50 __-back;
relaxed
51 Massage
54 Quality of a
good steak
57 German mister
58 Lover of an
Irish Rose
59 White stickum
60 Traitor to
Othello
61 Beach surface
62 __ out;
distributed
63 Distort
DOWN
1 Sudden audible
breath
2 Acting part
3 Clumsiness
4 Sunday bench
5 Masses of
bees
6 Ford or Fonda
7 Cereal grains
8 Refrain syllable
9 Damascus’
nation: abbr.
10 Performing
11 Lower leg part
12 Horse’s gait
13 Reach across
19 Take as the
rightful owner
21 VIP in some
Islamic lands
24 Drug addict
25 Deceased
26 Expense
27 Reigns
28 __ tide
29 Crushing grief
30 Motionless
32 Not indecent
33 Circular edge
35 __ vera; lotion
ingredient
37 __ tea; cool
drink
38 Intl. military
alliance
40 Shovel
41 Jack or joker
43 Kept away from
44 Lifted
46 Hereditary
social division
47 Orgs. for
parents of
schoolkids
48 Ms. McEntire
49 Getting __
years; aging
50 In case
52 Egg on
53 Forehead
55 Record speed
letters
56 Scottish denial
57 __ and hers
Wednesday’s Puzzle Solved
(c) 2012 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All Rights Reserved.
(Answers tomorrow)
PLUMB THUMB ENTICE DRAGONYesterday’s Jumbles:Answer: The Thanksgiving turkey was so good that
everyone — GOBBLED IT UP
Now arrange the circled letters 
to form the surprise answer, as
suggested by the above cartoon.
THAT SCRAMBLED WORD GAME
by David L. Hoyt and Jeff Knurek
Unscramble these four Jumbles,
one letter to each square,
to form four ordinary words.
DUPEP
HATSS
ONTAAS
WESASE
©2013 Tribune Content Agency, LLC
All Rights Reserved.
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(Answers tomorrow)
PLUMB THUMB ENTICE DRAGONYesterday’s Jumbles:Answer: The Thanksgiving turkey was so good that
everyone — GOBBLED IT UP
Now arrange the circled letters 
to form the surprise answer, as
suggested by the above cartoon.
THAT SCRAMBLED WORD GAME
by David L. Hoyt and Jeff Knurek
Unscramble these four Jumbles,
one letter to each square,
to form four ordinary words.
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(Answers tomorrow)
PLUMB THUMB ENTICE DRAYesterday’s Jumbles:Answer: e Thanksgiving turkey wa  so g od that
everyone — GOBBLED IT UP
Now arrange the circled letter  
to form the surprise answer, as
suggested by the above cartoon.
THAT SCRAMBLED WORD GAME
by David L. Hoyt and Jeff Knurek
Unscramble these four Jumbles,
one letter to each square,
to form four ordinary words.
DUPEP
HATSS
ONTAAS
WESASE
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(Answers tomorr w)
DRAFT HYENA SMOKER PULPITYesterday’s Jumbles:Answer: The finale of the bowling tournament was so
exciting that you could — HEAR A PIN DROP
Now arrange the circled letters 
to form the surprise answer, as
suggested by the above cartoon.
THAT SCRAMBLED WORD GAME
by David L. Hoyt and Jeff Knurek
Unscramble these four Jumbles,
one letter to each square,
to form four ordinary words.
MUL B
HUBMT
TE CIE
RADNOG
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SOLUTION TO WEDNESDAY’S PUZZLE
Complete the grid
so each row, 
column and 
3-by-3 box
(in bold borders)
contains every
digit, 1 to 9. 
For strategies on
how to solve
Sudoku, visit
www.sudoku.org.uk
© 2013 The Mepham Group. Distributed by 
Tribune Content Agency. All rights reserved.
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Monday’s Puzzle Solved
12/03/13
Aries — Today is an 8 —
Today could mark the beginning of 
something wonderful. Push beyond 
old limits. Your brave acts may also push 
someone else’s buttons. Understand 
their point of view and stay respectful.
Taurus — Today is a 7 — From 
the ashes, the phoenix rises. 
New opportunities open up in 
your education. You have the 
resources to try something 
you’ve always wanted to do.
Gemini — Today is an 8 — Tackle 
a renovation or makeover project. Do 
what you promised, even if it seems 
impossible. A friend or partner would 
love to tell you how. Gather up info 
and customize to suit.
Cancer — Today is a 9 —Show 
your appreciation to someone. 
Start a new phase this week by 
completing an old one. Get rid of the 
dead wood and discover forgotten 
treasures. Clean, sort and organize.
Leo — Today is a 7 — Get into 
the competition. You’re learning 
quickly. Write down what a wealthy, 
older person told you. Respect the 
advice you receive. Turn down an 
expensive proposition, though.
Virgo — Today is an 6 — Keep 
long-term goals in mind. Each 
ending allows a new beginning. 
Your team is making advances 
quickly, and your applause is greatly 
appreciated. Sing out praises!
Libra — Today is a 7 — Your mate 
helps you get your message out. Give 
a final mighty push. Discover another 
fringe benefit. You’re determined to 
succeed; keep the momentum going 
and victory is natural.
Scorpio — Today is a 9 — You 
want to be finished. Do the 
research so you’ll know the best 
path. You’re making money for 
others. Your mind is clear, and a 
shift in priorities arises.
Sagittarius — Today is a 9 — A 
dream reveals a completion and a new 
beginning. Work a little magic; believe 
you will succeed, even without proof. 
The pressure’s on to finish up, and 
there’s a call to action.
Capricorn — Today is a 6 — True 
love’s worth the cost. Compromise 
and take action. Begin a new course 
of study, or pursue a passion. New 
skills look good on you. You’re 
motivated to learn more.
Aquarius — Today is a 7 — 
You’ve been contemplating the future. 
List desired domestic improvements; 
the odds are good to accomplish 
them. Don’t let a grumpy mood spoil 
the moment. Push to finish a job.
Pisces — Today is a 7 — 
Bring out your secret power. Talk 
about how it can be applied to a 
work project for long-lasting results. 
You’re learning as you go along, and a 
brilliant discovery changes the game.
12-3
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Recruits to join Saluki swimming, diving family
!e Salukis have signed a few family ties 
for the fall season, as recruitment is well on its 
way for the SIU swimming and diving team.
Walker said the team did not have a lot of 
scholarship money this year to give out, but 
the team has signed some names with a lot of 
potential, and he is quite pleased so far. 
On the men’s side, the team has signed 
Michael Wolfe who is the brother of junior 
Shaun Wolfe and former Saluki Justin Wolfe. 
Walker said he was one of the top recruits in 
Illinois, and the country.
!e team has also signed Alex Crawford 
from Francis Howell High School in St. 
Charles, Mo., whom Walker considers a 
diamond in the rough.  Walker could not 
announce another male recruit because he 
has not either signed a letter of intent or 
"nancially committed, which would break 
NCAA rules.     
On the women’s side, the team has signed 
Walker’s daughter who just "nished fourth in 
the 500m and sixth in the 200m at the high 
school state meet in Chicago.  !e Salukis 
also signed Bryn Handley, who is the sister of 
sophomore Kiley Handley and Nicole Fuller 
from North Augusta High School in South 
Carolina, who had ties to Walker.  
Fuller has interest in open water swimming, 
and her coach was on Walker’s sta# on one 
of the U.S. national team camps.  Her coach 
remembered Walker, the chairman of the open 
water committee, so he suggested SIU to her. 
“When you have coaches saying ‘If you 
have this interest and you want to swim in 
college, there’s one place.’ and if they’re 
recommending just SIU in that area, it doesn’t 
hurt.” Walker said. 
Walker said those three girls could be 
towards the top of the conference when they 
come in. However, the team has also made a 
few lesser-known signings, including Liane 
Tatigian from John Rennie High School in 
Quebec, Can.  Tatigian swims breaststroke, 
which has not been a popular position for SIU. 
“We also signed a breaststroker which has 
eluded us for three years,” Walker said.  “It’s 
not through lack of trying, it’s just there were 
times when we couldn’t buy one.” 
Walker said overall the team is extremely 
excited for the recruits that have been signed. 
Sophomore Till Pallmann said the team 
knows most of the people coming, and that 
most of them "t in well with the team.
“We already know almost everybody who is 
coming here next year,” Pallmann said.  ”!ey 
are all "tting in our team, and they are strong, 
so I am really looking forward to it.”
Fellow sophomore Katy Ovington said 
when recruits’ names $oat around the pool, 
the team likes to look up times online to see 
how its future teammates are doing.  
“We all like to keep track of them and see 
how they’re doing, see how they’re performing, 
see what potential they have, where they could 
"t in on the team, where they could swim in 
relays and things like that, because everything 
e#ects everyone,” Ovington said.
Pallmann said he is not only excited for the 
recruits to join, but he is also excited for them 
coming to a family environment.  
“Whoever comes here, and it’s their "rst 
time here, we have a great environment here,” 
Pallman said.  “Everyone is welcomed here as 
a family.”
!e recruits usually come to SIU for a 
recruitment trip.  Ovington did not have 
a recruitment trip herself since she is an 
international student, but she said it is fun to 
see the recruits come in nervous.  
“!ey are generally really quiet and 
nervous,” Ovington said.  “!e team all gets 
together, and we do a lot of team activities so 
we get to know their personalities as well as 
their times.”  
Walker said his main strategy is to get the 
best swimmers he can.  
“(My) main strategy is: give me someone 
who is going to get me closer to winning,” 
Walker said.
Several of the recruits Walker has brought in 
from prior years will attempt to do just that for 
the spring season, which will start in January. 
Aaron Gra! can be contacted at 
Agra!@dailyegyptian.com 
or 536-3311 ext. 282
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By halftime, the two were tied at a low 
scoring standstill 19-19.  Washington and 
Macklin returned to the court to begin 
the second half.  Washington added two 
quick points to the scoreboard. Shooting 
5-for-9 from the "eld she led SIU 10 
points in the game.   
“Azia hit some unbelievable shots,” 
Stein said.  “!ere were times where we 
really needed a bucket and she came in 
big for us.”
Macklin scored clutch baskets for SIU 
and knocked down crucial free throws 
in the last few minutes.  Macklin scored 
two points to bring the Salukis to a 30-
28 lead with just under 10 minutes left 
in the game.
Macklin and Pierre were the last two 
Salukis to score in the remaining four 
minutes of the second half.  Pierre took a 
layup and scored with 1:20 on the clock 
to add to the SIU lead 36-33.  
In the last 52 seconds of the game, 
Macklin was fouled and made two 
points at the free throw line, extending 
the lead 38-33.  Both the Salukis and 
Sugar Bears were stacked on fouls and 
were in the bonus.  
Two Sugar Bears scored with just 
under 20 seconds remaining in the 
game, closing their de"cit 38-37 with 
SIU in the lead.  Macklin was fouled 
and went 1-2 at the free throw line, 
wrapping up the Saluki lead 39-37 to 
win the game.
Stein said the two teams played 
extremely physical, but she did not mind 
the struggle.
“It was the most physical game that 
we played all year and there were a lot of 
physical bumping going on,” Stein said. 
“But we don’t mind that, we like that 
because it allows us to play a little bit.”
!e Salukis will play in their "fth 
away game of the year, as they will hope 
to continue their winning ways against 
Southeast Missouri State University on 
Wednesday.
Symone Woolridge can be reached at 
swoolridge@dailyegyptian.com 
or 536-3311 ext. 269.
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Former North Carolina basketball 
coach Dean Smith recently was 
awarded the Presidential Medal 
of Freedom, the nation’s highest 
civilian honor. Charlotte Observer 
NBA writer Rick Bonnell talked to 
Bobcats owner Michael Jordan and 
Brad Daugherty, both former Tar 
Heel stars, about what they learned 
from Smith.
!e telephone call would come 
pretty much weekly during Brad 
Daugherty’s rookie season with the 
Cleveland Cavaliers.
!ere would be niceties and 
maybe some cursory talk about 
basketball, yet that clearly was not 
the intent. Quickly enough the 
caller would revert to three basic 
questions/warnings:
How many watches do you own, 
because no one needs more than one 
expensive watch. How many cars do 
you own, because you can only drive 
one car at a time. And whatever you 
do, do not let anyone talk you into 
owning a restaurant.
!is was Dean Smith checking 
up on his kids. He was playing dad, 
and not just with players drafted 
in the "rst-round by the NBA. It 
was student managers. And athletic 
trainers. And tall guys who proved to 
be nothing more than towel-wavers 
who got a free education at the 
University of North Carolina.
That is what Michael Jordan, 
probably the best player Smith 
ever coached, found compelling 
about his relationship with Smith: 
Not how much Smith cared about 
his success and happiness, but 
how equally vested Smith was in 
anyone who became part of the 
Tar Heels’ family.
“Players with di#erent 
backgrounds, di#erent outlooks, 
di#erent potential: He seemed 
to be able to reach all of them 
the same way,” Jordan said in an 
exclusive interview.
“If you talk to a guy who never got 
o# the bench, he says the same thing 
I say. !at’s what a father "gure is 
really like — he never put one kid 
above the other.”
“!e love that came from him: !e 
caring, the advice, the education, and 
the persistence and determination he 
had in pushing all his players, not 
just me.”
Lessons from coach Smith
Jordan is not big on storytelling. 
Daugherty, the No. 1 overall pick in 
the 1986 draft, is. Daugherty was not 
all that into basketball. He grew up 
in Black Mountain, N.C., preferring 
to have his head under the hood of 
a race car. Smith saw his 7-foot size 
and athletic grace, and helped him 
become an eight-season pro who 
built major wealth.
Now Daugherty has motorsports-
related businesses and is an analyst 
for ESPN’s NASCAR coverage. In 
a 40-minute interview on Smith’s 
legacy, Daugherty never once 
brought up basketball. !at is 
because what he got from Smith was 
more than how to defend a pick-and-
roll.
“I learned so much about how to 
treat people,” Daugherty said. “!e 
"rst thing I learned was humility. 
He never made it about him and 
that was an exceptional lesson. It’s 
not what you accomplish. It’s never 
about you, it’s about what the 
people around you did to help you 
succeed.”
“!e other thing he taught me 
was sportsmanship. He always 
said you learn much more from 
losses than wins. Competitive as 
he was, he thought winning was 
meaningless unless you did it the 
right way.”
“He’d make sure we went to classes 
and that we took classes that would 
challenge us. We didn’t just get a 
degree, we got an education.”
Daugherty now owns several 
businesses where he must keep 
tabs on numerous employees daily. 
He "nds it daunting to converse 
e#ectively with all the people who 
keep those businesses a$oat.
!at is what made Daugherty 
marvel at the letters, the phone calls, 
the kibitzing that became intrinsic to 
how Smith led the Tar Heels from 
1961 through 1997. Smith’s teams 
won two national championships 
and reached 11 Final Fours.
“!ere had to be a thousand 
people, between players, managers 
and trainers, who he took 
responsibility for,” Daugherty said. 
“How do you stay so involved with 
so many people’s lives like that?”
Daugherty invoked a story about 
Smith calling him on behalf of some 
fellow who played for the Tar Heels 
in the ‘60s. !e guy had a relative 
looking for a job who had moved to 
Atlanta, where Daugherty was based.
!ere was no pressure to help this 
kid, just a networking gesture to say, 
“If you see an opportunity, keep him 
in mind.”
Rather than treat this as a 
nuisance, Daugherty was touched 
by the gesture. It occurred to him 
that had basketball not worked out, 
he might have needed the same help 
from his college coach.
Jordan leaned on Smith during 
tumultuous times.
For all his success, Jordan can 
relate. He is worth hundreds of 
millions of dollars, but he made 
mistakes: He had to testify about 
why he paid tens of thousands to 
convicted drug dealer Slim Bouler. 
Turns out Jordan paid to settle 
debts over golf bets. He went 
through a messy divorce that cost 
him tens of millions.
Smith was always there as a 
resource. A nonjudgmental resource, 
who at "rst was a second father, 
and then became the surrogate 
after James Jordan was murdered in 
Lumberton, N.C., in 1993.
“I never felt shy about telling 
him anything,” Jordan said. “If you 
ever have problems, you feel like 
the only one you can talk to is your 
father. He may educate you, but he’s 
not going to look bad at you. Coach 
was just like that. I had no problem 
telling him issues that bothered me. 
!at’s what I remember most about 
coach Smith.”
Daugherty remembers how 
precisely — surgically, really — 
Smith sized up people’s personalities 
to get the best from them. He used 
the contrast between himself and 
Jordan to illustrate his point.
“With Michael, you could so 
viscerally challenge him because he 
was such a competitor,” Daugherty 
said. “If you told him you could hold 
your breath longer than him, he’d 
turn purple just to beat you. So that’s 
how coach Smith addressed him.
“With me, it was more a matter 
of "guring out what to do to get 
the best results. So he’d explain — 
patiently — how to play to your 
strengths.
“I remember he’d say, ‘It’s OK to 
have weaknesses. Just don’t play to 
them.’”
Smith’s strength was establishing 
trust that he wanted what was best 
for those in his charge, regardless 
of what they could do for him. 
Daugherty did not fully comprehend 
that until Magic Johnson approached 
him as a pro, "rst with a needle, then 
with praise.
“He started out with, ‘Oh, you 
Carolina guys,’” Daugherty said. 
“But the last thing he said was, ‘It’s 
incredible what he’s created.’”
RICK BONNELL
The Charlotte Observer 
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Sophomore guard Anthony Beane dunks the ball Nov. 21 
against Missouri University of Science and Technology at SIU 
Arena. Since shooting 80 percent from the field against the 
Miners during the Salukis’ first home game, Beane has shot 
much better from the field after averaging 30 percent from 
the field in his first two outings. The Salukis host Western 
Kentucky University at 3:05 p.m. Saturday at SIU Arena.
CHRIS ZOELLER | DAILY EGYPTIAN
Dawgs suffer from inconsistencies
It is never easy to !gure out which 
Saluki team will show up.
"e !rst two games of the season for SIU 
were losses, but they were not bad games. 
"e team showed !ght and potential that 
gave fans hope for the rest of the season.
"e Salukis just !nished a stretch of six 
games in 11 days. "ey were 1-2 in the 
Gulf Coast Showcase and had a tough 
loss against the Chicago State University 
Cougars on Nov. 30.
SIU has been shooting at a high 
percentage from the !eld this season. 
Even in the loss to the Cougars, the team 
shot 56 percent from the !eld. However, 
it was the Cougars’ constant runs that 
hurt SIU the most. 
Defense has been a key coach Barry 
Hinson has talked about many times. He 
has been very open about which players 
need to be better defenders if they want to 
see the #oor. 
On paper, SIU is a good team. Looking 
up and down the roster, they do not have 
size, but they have length and plenty of 
guards. "e Salukis have a rebounding 
margin of 1.3 this season and are winning 
the turnover margin as well. 
After the injury to senior forward 
Bronson Verhines against the Missouri 
University of Science and Technology, 
sophomore guard Jalen Pendleton 
was inserted into the starting lineup. 
Pendleton has averaged 9.3 points per 
game and 4.3 rebounds per game since 
taking on his new role.  
When Bronson Verhines went down, 
he was leading the team in rebounds per 
game and overall. Freshman forward Sean 
O’Brien has !lled that void, averaging 5.3 
rebounds per game.
Two players that have surprised in the 
last week were junior guard Mike Balogun 
and freshman forward Bola Olaniyan. 
Balogun had a career day against 
Chicago State, heading into the game he 
was only shooting 1-of-11 from 3-point 
range. Balogun hit !ve 3-pointers and had 
21 points. 
Olaniyan had a huge game in the 
win against Stetson University, with 
nine points and 11 rebounds in only 19 
minutes on the court. 
"e center is a tough position for the 
Salukis. Senior center Davante Drinkard 
is only averaging 3.8 points per game 
and 2.4 rebounds per game this season. 
If Drinkard and Olaniyan can each get 
more consistent the Salukis will have a big 
advantage going forward. 
"e lone member of the Salukis that was 
named to the Missouri Valley Conference 
Preseason All-Conference Team had been 
playing like everyone expected him too. 
Senior guard Desmar Jackson is 
doing everything for the Salukis. He 
is averaging 21 points per game and 
is shooting 48 percent from the #oor. 
Jackson could be a contender for 
Missouri Valley Conference Player of 
the Year if he can stay consistent. 
A lot of weight was put on the 
shoulders of sophomore guard Anthony 
Beane after his performance last season. 
Hinson said some players struggle in their 
sophomore year because teams have had 
a chance to scout them, but Beane has 
been progressing this season. He was in 
a shooting slump to start, but has taking 
better shots in recent games.
SIU only has two games in the next two 
weeks, which will give them plenty of time 
to work on their progression. 
"e Salukis play Western Kentucky 
University Dec. 7, at 3:05 p.m. in SIU 
Arena. 
"e Hilltoppers are led in scoring by 
junior guard T.J. Price. Price is averaging 16 
points per game this season and was named 
to the 2013 All-Sun Belt Conference 
Second Team last season. He was also 
named the 2013 Sun Belt Conference 
Tournament Most Outstanding Player. 
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Salukis taste sweet victory over Sugar Bears
"e Salukis traveled to Conway, Ark. for their 
fourth straight road test and fought through a low-
scoring, !nal second battle to win their !rst game in 
the Cindy Stein era.
"e University of Central Arkansas did not make 
it an easy win for SIU.  "ere were !ve lead changes 
and the teams were tied three times, before the 
Salukis took a 39-37 win over the Sugar Bears.
"e win against Central Arkansas marks the !rst 
time SIU has held an opponent under 40 points 
since 2009.
"e game marked the third hard fought contest 
of the Saluki season. SIU took a two-point loss to 
Austin Peay State University and a three-point loss 
to Wright State Univerisity to start the season.
After collecting her !rst win as a Saluki, coach 
Cindy Stein said the victory was a huge relief for 
her team.
 “I think our team is deciding they want to step 
up and stick together and grind this thing out,” 
Stein said.  “I think this is our hardest defensive 
battle of the year.”
Fouls have been the biggest problem for the 
Salukis.  In the !rst half, SIU tallied six o$ensive 
fouls; sophomore forward Azia Washington and 
junior guard Cartaesha Macklin combined for four 
of them.
Due to immediate foul trouble, the two sat out 
of the !rst half for nearly 12 minutes.  Sophomore 
Center Dyana Pierre did not commit her second 
foul until the end of the !rst half.  Pierre has 
been the Salukis’ leading scorer in four games, 
but she has found herself in foul trouble in nearly 
all of them.
 Stein said Pierre played outstanding defense on 
Central Arkansas center Courtney Duever.  Duever 
is one of the best players on the Central Arkansas 
team. "e senior was named Southland Conference 
preseason All-Conference !rst team.  Pierre held 
Duever to only three points in the game, and forced 
Illini freshman forward Jacqui Grant and senior guard Amber Moore double-team SIU Sophomore forward Azia Washington 
Nov. 21 during the Salukis’ 78-43 loss to the University of Illinois Fighting Illini at the State Farm Center in Champaign. 
Washington had 10 points and nine rebounds as the Salukis recorded their first victory Monday over the University of Central 
Arkansas 39-37. SIU will play Southeast Missouri State University Thursday in Cape Girardeau, Mo.
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two turnovers.
“Dyana is getting more comfortable in our 
style of play and what we are asking of her, and 
she is accepting the role of being the go-to kid,” 
Stein said.
Pierre has been a consistent scorer for SIU. 
On Nov. 27, Pierre tied her career-high after 
scoring 18 points and shooting 100 percent 
from the free throw line.  "e Saluki is now the 
Missouri Valley Conference leader in rebounds. 
She has lead SIU on the boards in four out of the 
!ve games played.  
"e Salukis and Sugar Bears struggled in 
shooting; neither team shot more than 40 
percent from the !eld.  As both teams were 
struggling to make a shot, freshman forward 
Kim Neebo entered the game scoring back-
to-back points for SIU, pulling the Salukis 
ahead 11-7.
SYMONE WOOLRIDGE
Daily Egyptian 
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